
National Queer Theater is an innovative theater
collective dedicated to celebrating the brilliance of
generations of LGBTQ artists and providing a home for
unheard storytellers and activists. By serving our
elders, youth, and working professionals, NQT creates
a more just future through radical and evocative
theater experiences and free community classes.

Believing in the power of theater to effect sweeping
social change, National Queer Theater cultivates a
more just, joyous, and empowered intersectional queer
community that is celebrated in all corners of society.
Through our art and free community programs we
create and organize together, working towards a more
equitable vision of a world bursting with pride.

Learn more at www.nationalqueertheater.org or follow
@nationalqueertheater on Facebook and Instagram.
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ABOUT NATIONAL QUEER THEATER

MAINSTAGE
The NQT Mainstage produces new plays by, for, and with LGBTQ communities. From selecting plays to
planning, rehearsals and performances, Mainstage productions are developed by a community of
professional LGBTQ artists in pursuit of artistic excellence and social justice through positive
representation. Through post-show discussions with artists and activists, they inspire audiences to get
involved in their communities through civic engagement. Previous Mainstage productions have covered
issues such as HIV stigma, international criminalization, and immigration. Productions have been
recommended by The New York Times and The Advocate.

NEW PLAY DEVELOPMENT
NQT invests in supporting early-career LGBTQ playwrights through developmental readings, staged
readings, and public workshop productions. These early stage programs help playwrights develop their
work to become more effective advocates and artist-activists in the cultural sector. The program also
promotes the creation of new plays by writers of under-represented backgrounds to diversify the
traditional theater cannon. NQT has developed new work at Arts on Site, The EagleNYC, and the Taipei
Cultural Center.

EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
NQT partners with community-based nonprofit organizations serving marginalized LGBTQ communities,
including the HIV+ community, to empower youth, elders, activists, and educators through the
transformative power of theater. These programs feature workshops, classes, and long-term
residencies led by expert Teaching Artists. Current partners include SAGE, New Alternatives for
Homeless LGBT Youth, and Ali Forney Center.



"Can't miss...The National Queer Theater is giving a censorship-free
voice to four international playwrights whose stories of love,
oppression, and injustice shed light on the paucity of civil rights
progress made in other parts of the world."
 
- Thrillist
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WHAT IS CRIMINAL QUEERNESS?
Criminal Queerness is an initiative of National Queer Theater that supports the development and
production of new plays by international and immigrant theater-makers and playwrights experiencing
censorship or criminalization in their countries of origin. Co-founded in 2018 with Egyptian playwright
Adam Ashraf Elsayigh, the initiative is comprised of the annual Criminal Queer Festival (CQF), which
stages international plays that dramatize queerness internationally, and the upcoming Criminal
Queerness Lab (CQL), an annual virtual residency that will support emerging international queer artists
and storytellers to develop new plays in a rigorous laboratory environment.

"Brilliant...The work itself will charm the socks off you.
Another resounding success by National Queer Theater."
 
- Hi! Drama
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THIS IS NOT A MEMORIZED SCRIPT, THIS IS A WELL-REHEARSED STORY

Queerness is a construct. So is language, and so is this play. Nothing about this performance is reliable,
the performer questions gender, memory, sex, identity, and her relationship with Beirut but gives no
answers to comfort you or herself. A refusal to romanticize, a resistance against orientalization, she is
left with deconstructions that she cannot put back together. This is the story of a failed relationship,
with a partner, with a city, and an attempt to carry this knowledge without breaking.

By Dima Matta
Directed by Em Weinstein

SYNOPSIS

Dima Mikhayel Matta (she/they) is a Beirut-based writer and actress.
Matta, a Fulbright scholar, holds an MFA in creative writing from Rutgers
University in 2013. They have been acting for the stage since 2006. In
2014, they founded Cliffhangers, the first bilingual storytelling platform in
Lebanon, and host monthly storytelling events along with parallel events
such as storytelling workshops and performances. Their first play, “This
is not a memorized script, this is a well-rehearsed story,” an
autobiographical play on queerness and their relationship with the city
toured in London, New York, and Belfast, and premiered in Beirut in
February 2020. They are currently working on their second play.

ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT

Em Weinstein (they/them) is a writer and a director of plays, television, films, musicals, and interactive
installations. Em is currently a Staff Writer on Amazon Television’s reboot of A League of Their Own.
Recent projects include Soldiergirls, a new musical about queer women in WW2, the AFI Directing
Workshop for Women, and a year-long artistic fellowship at Rattlestick Theater. Em’s short film In France
Michelle is a Man’s Name premiered in August 2020 and has won two Academy Award Qualifying Grand
Jury Prizes for Best Narrative Short at Slamdance and Outfest. It continues to play at festivals around the
world. Em has developed and created work for companies such as Rattlestick Theater, New Georges, the
52nd Street Project, New York Theater Workshop, Shakespeare & Company, The Prototype Festival,
Collaboraction, Working Theater, En Garde Arts, Two River Theater and the Museum of Ice Cream. At Yale
School of Drama, Em directed the first workshop production of Slave Play by Jeremy O. Harris, an all-
female, pop-infused Romeo & Juliet, and Arden, an immersive original musical. Em’s short film Candace
has played at festivals worldwide including the American Pavilion Emerging LGBTQ Filmmakers
Showcase at the Cannes Film Festival, where it won Best Film. Em graduated summa cum laude from
Smith College and is an alumnus of the Drama League Directors Project. Em received an M.F.A. in
directing from Yale School of Drama in May 2019. Em is nonbinary and uses they/them pronouns.
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One night you race across the Chihuahuan Desert to introduce your Muslim boyfriend to your dying
grandfather—funerals are perfect opportunities to introduce a new character. Years pass and you’re on
the bed of a pickup truck trying to avoid going to rehab—meth, it’s always meth these days. Your partner
looks at you and tells you you’re his addiction, his self-harm. A fascist gets elected and together you
wonder if you should leave the country; flee while you still can. You watch the country you fled to
become the country you fled from. One of you dies and the other one remembers. You stand in the middle
of the desert and look up; there are no signals. Only light pulses of transmission: one zero one zero zero
one one. 

«when we write with ashes» is a burial rite—like all my plays—and the title is a reference to the final death
fiesta the Raramurí perform. You write with ashes to protect yourself from the dead. You write with
ashes to help them start their journey into the next world.

«when we write with ashes» 
By Victor I. Cazares

Directed By Borna Barzin
SYNOPSIS

Victor I. Cazares (they/them) is a non-binary Poz Queer Indigenous
Mexican Artist (enby PQIMA for short) who has had stints at Yale,
Brown, and other less prestigious centers of rehabilitation. Like any
border child, they were born twice: once in El Paso, Texas and
another in San Lorenzo, Chihuahua. Victor lives, forages, and
produces their own social media telenovelas in Portland, Oregon.
Their virtual plays, Pinching Pennies with Penny Marshall and Holiday
Follies, premiered at New York Theatre Workshop earlier this season
where they are the Tow Playwright-in-Residence. Other plays
include: american (tele)visions, Ramses contra los monstruos, We
Were Eight Years in Powder, and «when we write with ashes». 

ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT

Borna Barzin (he/him) is an Iranian-American, Brooklyn-based theater director from the San Francisco
Bay Area. Recent directing credits include Victor I. Cazares’ digital episodic theater series Pinching
Pennies with Penny Marshall (New York Theatre Workshop), Sam Shepard’s psychedelic rock musical The
Mad Dog Blues (The Hive), and Paula Vogel’s How I Learned to Drive (Sibiu International Theatre Festival,
Pace University). Upcoming projects include Sam Shepard’s Geography of a Horse Dreamer (PCTC).
Borna is a former Casting Fellow at New York Theatre Workshop, and is currently the Marketing
Associate of Oye Group. Bornabarzin.com
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In 2003, newly wed Layal plans a future with her family as they make plans to immigrate to the U.S. from
Baghdad. 18 years later, just outside of Chicago, Layal’s life and responsibilities look unimaginably
different from what she had envisioned two decades before. Martin Yousif Zebari’s surprising new play
examines how families maintain their love in the midst of turbulent global and social change.

Layalina (Staged Reading)
By Martin Yousif Zebari
Directed By Sivan Battat

SYNOPSIS

Martin Yousif Zebari (he/they) is an Iraqi-born, Assyrian-
American, actor and writer based in Chicago. Layalina, his first
play, had its first developmental workshop at Goodman Theatre’s
inaugural Future Labs, directed by Azar Kazemi. As an Actor, he
has worked with National Queer Theatre, The Angle Project,
Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Chicago
Shakespeare Theatre, Court Theatre, Broken Nose Theatre
Company, Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, Illinois Shakespeare
Festival and has appeared in NBC’s Chicago Med. Martin holds a
BFA in Acting from the Arts University of Bournemouth, England
and is represented by Stewart Talent Chicago. 

ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT

Sivan Battat (she/her) is an Iraqi-Jewish theatre director, cultural worker, and educator who has
developed and directed work with Ars Nova, the Atlantic, NYTW, Corkscrew, and more. As an assistant
and associate, she has worked with directors including Sam Gold, Rebecca Taichman, Neil Pepe, GT
Upchurch and David Muse. Upcoming projects include Noam Shuster’s COEXISTENCE MY ASS
(Harvard/National Tour), Amahl Khouri’s SHE HE ME (National Queer Theater at Dixon Place). Sivan works
frequently with Jews for Racial and Economic Justice, and recently creative directed JFREJ Mimouna.
She also leads ancestral storytelling workshops within various queer and SWANA communities. She
completed the Dorot Fellowship, studying Mizrahi Feminisms and Arabic, and organizing for justice in
Israel-Palestine. Sivan is the 2020-2021 Roundabout Directing Fellow, and the 2021 Drama League Leo
Shull Musical Directing Fellow. BA Wesleyan.
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